TIDA-00645 1-PWM Brushless DC Motor Control TI Reference Design
Design Overview

Design Features

TIDA-00645 is a 3-phase sensored BLDC controller that
uses a single PWM input for controlling speed. The
DRV8305's integrated commutation table simplifies the
microcontroller firmware, while automatically handling
dead time and gate drive current control.
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12 – 24 Volt Operation
simple control scheme allowing for single PWM
signal and three digital hall states for built in
commutation table
onboard header and pull-up resistors for direct
connection of active high Hall Sensors
SPI communication between MCU and Driver for
fast parameter adjustments
onboard JTAG header for easy flashing of
microcontroller firmware
simple MSP430G2553 microcontroller supplying
all driver control
small 3” x 2” board dimensions include both
power stage and control stage
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1. Introduction
Traditional brushless DC motor (BLDC) control relies on a trapezoidal motor control scheme used to drive
the three motor phases by properly generating high and low side gate signals for each of the six MOSFETs
used in three half bridges. Using a trapezoidal scheme requires that the control module be able to sample
the current state of the hall sensors inside of the BLDC and output six independent gate signals. The
DRV8305 used in a simple brushless motor control scheme allows for the utilization of the devices 1-PWM
mode, where the driver will read in one continuous PWM signal and three digital signals. Based on the
state of the three digital input bits the driver uses an internal commutation table to determine the required
gate signals to the three phases of the brushless motor.

2. Functional Overview
The block diagram above illustrates the connection scheme utilized to control a sample BLDC motor using
an MSP430G2553 microcontroller and the DRV8305 BLDC gate driver. User inputs from a simple push
button switch are used to set the direction the motor will spin and a potentiometer is used to control the
duty cycle of the PWM signal sent to the gate driver. The three hall sensors in the BLDC are connected to
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GPIO ports on the MSP430G2553. An internal voltage regulator in the DRV8305 is used to supply 3.3 V to
the microcontroller and hall sensors as well as the speed potentiometer and direction switch. Six
CSD18522 MOSFETs are used for each of the three phases.

3. Commutation Tables
Figure 1 below illustrates the required BLDC motor commutation between the current input states of the
three hall sensors, the programmed output of the MSP430, and finally the three phase outputs of the
DRV8305. Using the datasheet for the DRV8305 each of the three digital control signals sent from the
MSP430 to the driver can be determined from the commutation table. As an example, when the hall input
state is 0-0-1 (A-B-C) the required motor commutation would be Phase A floating, Phase B PWM, and
Phase C ground tied. This output state is found in the DRV8305 datasheet as an inputs state of 1-0-1
(INL_A-INH_B-INL_B), so the MSP430 outputs that state while the hall input state is 0-0-1 as shown in the
graph below.
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Figure 1. TIDA-00645 Commutation Scheme
Interpreting between the required input state for the DRV8305 and the desired output signals can be
done by examining the commutation table in the DRV8305 datasheet which includes individual gate
signals supplied to the three phases based on the three input bits set by the MSP430G2553 output.
The internal commutation table includes states for both active freewheeling motors and diode
freewheeling motors and can be selected using the SPI register associated with this function.
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4. SPI Communication
In order to initialize the 1-PWM mode on the DRV8305 a SPI signal must be sent to the driver to
perform a write command to the register associated with 1-PWM mode. To write to the SPI register the
MSP430G2553 uses a 4-wire 8-bit SPI bus to communicate with the driver. For this reference design
the MSP430G2553 is writing to change only one function in the DRV8305 but there are many other
uses for this bus and various other registers that are outside the scope of this reference design.
Because the DRV8305 registers are all 16 bit registers the MSP430 utilizes two different commands,
the first to send the MSB through the 8th bit and the second to send the 7th bit down to the LSB.
Because the SPI bus communicates using shift registers on the two devices, the use of two different 8
bit commands to send a 16 bit word is continuous between each transmission buffer.

Figure 2. SPI 16-bit Timing Chart

5. Firmware Overview
An example of the firmware code used to send the 16-bit SPI command is shown below. This code would
allow the MSP430 to send a command to write to the desired register, write the received bits from the first 8-bit
command to a readable variable result, send the next 8-bits and wait until that transmission has been sent and
finally write the last 8-bits received to the result variable. This system allows the user to read the 16-bit value
written to the SPI bus after a transmission has taken place.
/* activate */
UCB0CTL1 &= ~UCSWRST;
P2OUT
//

&= (~BIT7);
Select Device
UCB0TXBUF = 0x3B;
while (UCB0STAT & BUSY);
result |= (UCB0RXBUF<< 8);
while (UCB0STAT & BUSY);
UCB0TXBUF = 0x16;
while (UCB0STAT & BUSY);
result |= UCB0RXBUF;

P2OUT |= (BIT7);
// Unselect
Device
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The first important function in this firmware is the Hall_Output() function that controls the three driver commutation table
bits based on the input hall states. This function uses a switch command to take the input GPIO hall connections and
compare them against six different case examples, each case being one of the six possible hall states. Once the case
statement finds a match to the current hall state the required output based on the current motor direction is set using three
GPIO pins.
void Hall_Output(void){
HALL_STATE = (P2IN & BIT2) + (P2IN & BIT3) + (P2IN & BIT4);
switch(HALL_STATE){
case 4 :
if(Direction == 0){
SET OUTPUT STATE FOR CCW DIRECTION
}
else{
SET OUTPUT STATE FOR CW DIRECTION
}
break;
// REMAINDER OF SIX CASES NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE CODE, SEE REFERENCE DESIGN FIRMWARE FOR FULL CASE STATEMENT

Independent of this function the firmware will sample the voltage on the ADC input pin connected to the speed
potentiometer. This voltage is sampled and then truncated to fit in an 8-bit register that is then used to compare against
the current Timer A value of the MSP430G2553. Timer A is configured to count up to 255, meaning at the configured 8
MHz clock speed the switching frequency of the output PWM is approximately 31.372 kHz. The Motor_Speed() function
is used to control the start up speed of the motor allowing for gradual increase in the duty cycle of the single PWM signal.
void Motor_Speed(void){
Speed = ADC10MEM/4;
if(Current_Speed < Speed){
Current_Speed=Current_Speed + 2;
TA0CCR1=Current_Speed;
}
// Restart Stalled Motor Statement
else if(Speed <=10){
while(Speed <=10){
Speed = ADC10MEM/4;
Current_Speed=Speed;
TA0CCR1=Speed;
Hall_Output();
}
else{
TA0CCR1=Speed;
Current_Speed=Speed;
}
}

Using the Motor_Speed() function and the Hall_Output() function the firmware now has the ability to regulate the PWM
signal supplied to the DRV8305 and the specific hall states for proper motor commutation. Calling both of these functions
is done using the Port 2 ISR function. Because all of the hall sensor inputs are connecting to Port 2 pins in the MSP430
the firmware can rely on a rising or falling edge on this port to trigger the ISR and call the motor speed / hall output
functions. Using the ISR allows the firmware to not constantly be poling the states of the GPIO pins to know when a
change has occurred and the firmware needs to react. This ISR is also in charge of handling the push button event
signaling the request to change the motor direction. When the direction button flag is set the ISR stops the motor and
holds the stopped state for 1.25 seconds then calls the Direction_Change() function.
#pragma vector=PORT2_VECTOR
__interrupt void
Port_2(void){
if(P2IFG & BIT5){
P2OUT &= ~BIT0;
P1OUT &= ~BIT4 + ~BIT3;
__delay_cycles(10000000);
Direction_Change();
}
else if( P2IFG & BIT2 || P2IFG & BIT3 || P2IFG & BIT4){
Hall_Output();
Motor_Speed();
P2IFG &= (~BIT2)+(~BIT3)+(~BIT4);
}
else{}}
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If the user chooses to change the direction of the motor a separate function Direction_Change() is called when the push
button GPIO pin changes from a high state to a low state. This function toggles the Direction variable between 1 and 0 to
allow for the proper hall state outputs based on the desired motor direction. Then the function rewrites the Current_Speed
variable and the TA0CCR1 register to allow the Motor_Speed() function to begin ramping up the speed PWM duty cycle
from a stopped state. The function then calls the Hall_Ouput() function to begin sending commutation signals based on
the current hall state and the Motor_Speed() function to begin increasing the PWM signal.
void Direction_Change(void){
if(Direction == 0){
Direction=1;
Current_Speed=25;
TA0CCR1=1;
Hall_Output();
Motor_Speed();
P2IFG &= ~BIT5;
}
else{
Direction=0;
Current_Speed=25;
TA0CCR1=1;
Hall_Output();
Motor_Speed();
P2IFG &= ~BIT5;
}
}

6. PCB Layout
This board layout allows for integrated hall sensor and MSP430G2553 power using the integrated 3.3 V regulator
inside of the DRV8305. In the top right corner of Figure 3 below the five 50 mil headers are shown where the BLDC
hall sensor connections can be tied to the MSP430G2553 and 3.3 V power supply. The three motor phases can be
connected to the large three-terminal connector in the middle of the PCB below. R8 in the circuit below is the current
sense resistor used for current monitoring of the connected BLDC. While the DRV8305 supports individual phase
current monitoring this design has the source of each low side MOSFET tied together and then routed through the
same sense resistor to ground. In this configuration only one sense resistor is utilized but this scheme allows for the
driver to monitor total current through each of the three phases. The value at which current limiting will occur can be
set by adjusting the size of R8 or by changing the SPI registers associated with this function. Each of the three
phases within this design also have their own corresponding bulk capacitor as shown below with C 19, C20, and C21.

Figure 3. TIDA-00645 PCB Layout
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7. Lab Data
Each of the figures below illustrates the signal progression from the hall sensor inputs to the MSP430, the output of the
MSP430 to the DRV8305, and finally the three phase outputs of the DRV8305. Figure 6 shows the driver outputs with
50% duty cycle PWM and Figure 7 shows the driver output with 100% duty cycle PWM. The spikes present in Figure 7
are a result of the MOSFETs switching the signal path between turning on or off a ground reference / turning on or off a
high side VM Connection. This is typical of a system with an inductive element being switched between different signal
paths.

Figure 4. Hall Sensor Outputs

Figure 6. DRV8305 Outputs 50% Duty Cycle
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Figure 5. MSP430G2553 Outputs

Figure 7. DRV8305 Outputs 100% Duty Cycle
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